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Time-independent swirling flows in rotationally symmetric pipes of constant and
varying diameter are constructed using variational techniques. In Part I, by E. van
  .Groesen, B. W. van de Fliert, and E. Fledderus J. Math. Anal. Appl., 192 1995 ,
.764]788. critical flows in pipes of uniform cross-section were found by extremizing
the cross-sectional energy at constrained value of the cross-sectional helicity and
the axial flow rate. In this paper we add the cross-sectional angular momentum to
the constraints and find an unfolding of the family of flows obtained in Part I. The
flows are steady Beltrami-type flows, independent of the axial coordinate, and show
the phenomenon of flow-reversal at the central axis of the pipe. Closely related to
the unfolding is the introduction of a complexity parameter; instead of taking only
discrete values for the flows studied in Part I, now the complexity can change in a
continuous way. An approximation for swirling flows in a pipe with varying circular
cross-section is constructed in a quasi-homogeneous way as a succession in the
axial direction of critical flows in uniform pipes. The evolution of the constraint
values in the axial direction is determined by the conservation laws for the energy,
angular momentum, and the axial flux. A clear presentation of the mechanism
behind the evolution of parameters in the base-flow is so obtained. The consistency
conditions that follow from the conservation laws are shown to be related to the
solvability conditions of the linearized equation. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the literature, the Bragg]Hawthorne equation Long]Squire equa-
.tion is often taken as the starting point for the analysis of axisymmetric,
incompressible, inviscid fluids with swirl. For more information, literature,
w xand some recent developments, we refer the reader to Part I 1 .
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In Part I we took a different view, based on the fact that special
solutions of the Euler equations for incompressible flow can be obtained
in a variational way. As a consequence of the Poisson structure of the
equations, critical points of the energy, constrained to level sets of other
invariant integrals such as the helicity, provide exact, steady solutions.
Such flows are called critical flows. For instance, in a rotationally symmet-
ric pipe with constant radius R, time-independent flows that are indepen-
dent of the axial coordinate can be found as the solutions of
R < R RExtr E B s b , A s a, F s f , 1 4  .
where E R, B R, and AR denote the cross-sectional quantities for energy,
the helicity, and the angular momentum, respectively. The additional
constraint F is related to the axial flux and assures the correct no-flux
boundary condition.
These flows provide a method of approximating solutions in slowly
¨arying pipes. It consists of approximating a solution as a succession of
critical flows, each of them being a critical flow in a uniform pipe with
values of the constraints adjusted to the amount of expansion.
The evolution of the value of the cross-sectional helicity and angular
momentum will be determined from two formulations that are shown to be
equivalent. One formulation is based on the physical idea to satisfy the
correct conditions that arise from local conservation laws for energy and
angular momentum. The other, equivalent, way comes from the more
mathematically motivated condition that the approximation, i.e., a and b,
should be as good as possible: the error being of the order of the
expansion rate, uniformly ¨alid on the scales on which the pipe radius
changes of order 1.
 .The emphasis in Section 2 is on the solutions of 1 . In Section 3 we
compare results from Part I and discuss the unfolding. In Section 4 the
quasi-homogeneous approximation is constructed in a very transparent
way. In Section 5 the resulting flow is analyzed in detail, and prescribing
boundary conditions as an alternative to conservation laws is illustrated.
Section 6 contains some conclusions.
2. CRITICAL FLOWS IN UNIFORM PIPES
We give a quick review of the most basic notation and refer for most
notational matter to Part I. After this review, we solve the uniform
problem and compare in the next section the solutions to the ones we
obtained in Part I.
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The Euler equations for incompressible inviscid fluid are given by
= ? u s 0 and
­ u
q v = u s y=h , 2 .
­ t
where h is the total head:
p 1 2< <h s q u .
r 2
 .  r w z.Using cylindrical coordinates r, w, z , u s u , u , u is the fluid velocity,
 r w z.v s v , v , v the vorticity, p the pressure, and r the density. Restrict-
ing to rotationally symmetric flows, for which ­r­w s 0, the vorticity
vector is given by
­ uw ­ ur ­ u z 1 ­ ruw
r w zv s v , v , v s y , y , . .  /­ z ­ z ­ r r ­ r
 .From incompressibility = ? u s 0 , one can find Stokes streamfunction c
such that the velocity and vorticity are given by
1 ­c 1 ­c
wu s y , u , 3 . /r ­ z r ­ r
­ uw ­ 1 ­c 1 ­ 2c 1 ­ ruw
v s y , y y , . 4 .2 / /­ z ­ r r ­ r r r ­ r­ z
The axisymmetric flow domain is bounded by the wall of the pipe. The
slowly varying character of the problem is modelled by describing the pipe
radius as a function of e z, with e a small parameter:
ÃR s R z s R e z . .  .
In order to have no flux through the boundary the boundaries at r s 0
.and r s R are streamlines , we require the streamfunction to be constant.
Specifying also an arbitrary constant in the streamfunction, we are left
with the conditions
f
c 0, z s 0, n R , z s , 5 .  .  .
2p
the factor 2p for notational convenience later on.
Besides the energy, helicity, and flux, together with their close-sectional
densities, that showed up in Part I, the angular momentum plays a role in
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this paper, so we introduce notation for this ``new'' quantity in the same
spirit.
The angular momentum density, given by A s ruw, satisfies a local
conservation law
­ A q div F s 0, 6 .t A
with angular momentum flux
F s ruw u. 7 .A
The angular momentum of the fluid is
Ã wA s ru dV ,H
and the cross-sectional angular momentum per unit area in an uniform
pipe is
1 RR wA s ru 2p rdr . 8 .H2p R 0
The cross-sectional flux density, F s u z, satisfies a local conservation law
as well. It is given by
­ F q div F s 0, 9 .t F
with
1 2 2 2r z r w zF s u u , 0, h y u q u y u . .  .  . .F  /2
Considering pipes of uniform cross-section, we will look for critical flows
only depending on the radial coordinate r
R < R RExtr E B s b , A s a, F s f . 10 4  .
z wu , u
 .Note that for solutions of 2 that only depend on r, the radial velocity
vanishes identically,
1 ­c
ru s y ' 0,
r ­ z
 .and hence 1 simplifies to the following variational problems,
1 1 1
z 2 w 2 z z w wExtr u q u u v q u w s b , .  .H H2z w 2 2p Ru , u
1
w zru s a, u s f . 11 .H H2 5p R
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The extremizers will form a continuous set of manifolds of critical flows,
labeled with the radius R. Besides the dependence on the label; the flows
in such a manifold will depend on the value of the constraints, i.e., b, a,
and f. In the following proposition we use the notation J for the Besselm
function of order m and the notation d G for the variational derivative of
G with respect to u in the usual L -inner product.2
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. The solution of the extremal problem 11 satisfies for
Ãsome Lagrangian multipliers b , a , and l,
R R R ÃdE s bdB q ad A q ldF ,
0 0
2Ãi .e., u s bv q a q , with l s lp R 12 .r 0 /  /0 l
and the natural boundary condition
uw R s 0. 13 .  .
This is a time-independent solution of the Euler equations, and the head is, up
to an inessential constant, gi¨ en by
h s lu z q a ruw . 14 .
For this solution the following relation holds between energy, helicity, and flow
rate:
R R R Ã2 E s 2bB q a A q l f . 15 .
Explicitly, the streamfunction is gi¨ en by
r 1
2c r s b krJ q l q ba r , 16 .  .1  /  /b 2
and the axial and tangential ¨elocity by
r r
z wu r s kJ q l q 2ba , u r s kJ q a r . 17 .  .  .0 1 /  /b b
The ¨alues of the constants k, b , a , and l are determined by the boundary
conditions and the constraints, with the following results:
f R 2 a 2 aJ q .1
l s , b s , k s , a s , 18 .2 2q J q Rp R J q R .  .3 3
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and q, a, and b related by
2 2qJ q a .3
F q [ s . 19 .  .32 2 22 R b4 q J q q J q y 4 J q .  .  . . /0 1 1
 .Remark. A plot of F q is given in Fig. 1. Furthermore, it may be noted
 .that the zeros of F q are the zeros of J and that F has no singularities3
and is bounded.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Variations with respect to the two velocity
components yield the equations land the natural boundary condition from
Lagranges multiplier rule. It is then easily verified that this solution
satisfies
v = u s y=h
 .for the total head given by 14 , which shows that it is a time-independent
 . wsolution of the Euler equations. Rewriting Eq. 12 by eliminating u and
reducing the result to an equation for the streamfunction, there results the
equation
c l a
Lc s y y 20 .2 2 2 bb r 2b
 . . . ..with L s y 1rr ­r­ r 1rr ­r­ r . This is in fact the Bragg]Hawthorn
 .equation see Part I , with the right-hand side an affine function of c . Its
 .FIG. 1. F q versus q.
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 .solution is given by 16 . The values for the constant k and the multipliers
b , a , and l and the relation between b, a, and q s Rrb follow from the
conditions
f 1 f
2c R s « b kRJ q q l q ba R s 21 .  .  .1  /2p 2 2p
uw R s 0 « kJ q q aR s 0 22 .  .  .1
2 2 22 2 2 2B s b « k pb q J q y 4 J q q q J q s bp R 23 .  .  .  . .0 1 1
p R2
2 2A s a « aR q 4b kJ q s ap R . 24 .  . .22
 .  .The solutions are easily found to be the expressions 18 , 19 , in the
proposition, which finishes the proof.
3. UNFOLDING AND COMPARISON
We show in this section that the solutions obtained in Section 2 we
.refer to them as II-flow, or U are an unfolding of the solutions obtained2
 .in Part I I-flow, or U . We do this with the help of pictures and the1
formulae that are at hand.
First of all, a direct comparison of the I-flow, described in Part I by
 .r / 0 is an arbitrary zero of J1 1
r r
z wu r s kJ q l, u r s kJ , .  .0 1 /  /b b
f R 1 ’l s , b s , k s " bR , 25 ."2 rp R J r r .’1 2 1 1
 .shows that the II-flow has a an additional uniform axial velocity 2ba and
 .b an additional rigid-body rotation a r. If the Lagrange multiplier a , that
corresponds to AR, vanishes then the angular momentum is slaved, i.e., we
cannot prescribe it independently, and the II-flow should reduce to the
I-flow. Indeed, putting a equal to zero,
2 aJ q .1y \ 02J q r .3
 .is equivalent with J q s 0, i.e., q being a zero of J . It is easily found1 1
 .  .that k reduces in that case to the expression for k in 25 by using 19"
to relate a with b and q.
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Since U and U are obtained by means of variational methods, we can1 2
look at this unfolding in a different way. We know that
R < RU b g arg Extr E u B u s b , F u s f 26 4 .  .  .  .  .1
u
and
R < R RU b , a g arg Extr E u B u s b , A u s a, F u s f . 27 4 .  .  .  .  .  .2
u
 .  .Let us define the ¨alue functions e b and e b, a by1 2
e b [ E R U b , e b , a [ E R U b , a . .  .  .  . .  .1 1 2 2
Besides the value functions that give the energy of the solutions we define
the optimal a-function:
b ¬ a b [ AR U b . .  . .Ã 1
From the observation
Extr s Extr Extr 28 .
Ru a  <  . 4u A u sa
  . < 4   . < 4it is clear that U b, a b, a is an unfolding of U b b in the sense of2 1
sets, since
< <U b s U b , a b : U b b ; U b , a b , a . 4  4 .  .  .  . .Ã1 2 1 2
In terms of the value functions we have
e b s e b , a b . .  . .Ã1 2
 .  .  .To make this explicit, let us compute e b and a b with the help of 25 :Ã1
2bR f 2 R bR
e b s q , a b s " . 29 .  .  .Ã1 2 4 (r r r2p R1 1 1
A bit more tedious computation shows that
f 2 bR a2 J q .1
e b , a s q y , .2 2 4 2q2p R J q R .3
where q s q b , a is determined from 19 . 30 .  .  .
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  ..  .In order to determine q b, a b , we substitute a s a b in the right-handÃ Ã
 .side of 19 , yielding
4
F q s . . 3r1
One solution of this equation is q s r , leaving us the conclusion that1
 .   ..  .   ..  .e b s e b, a b and that U b s U b, a b a s 0 .Ã Ã1 2 1 2
  ..  .Since q b, a b s r , we are motivated to call q the generalizedÃ 1
complexity parameter of the flow: in the case that q s r is the ith root of1, i
J , the complexity can for instance be read off from the u z profile: it is1
 .equal to the number of local extrema s i in case of q s r . An1, i
illustration of this change of complexity is shown in Fig. 2; for some
specific values of q the flow-profiles are shown.
We will consider this complexity in more detail: restricting ourselves to
positive b, a first glance at Fig. 3 shows that
a2
0 F F K f 0.071.max3R b
 .   ..By varying K s F q , recall Eq. 19 several branches of solutions come
to light. For some K we have drawn the resulting profiles, Fig. 4 up to Fig.
7. The parameter a has been given such a sign that the flows on the first
 .1two branches 0 F q F r have a positive axial velocity at r s 0. Note3, 1
the difference with the I-flow: in Part I we fixed b and left the choice for
r open, or equivalently the choice for a, and then we had two profiles, the1
< <k and k profile. Here, fixing b and a produces at least two profilesq y
both a and ya produce the same K but profiles related to the k rkq y
.profiles in the I-flow . All these profiles have a different complexity
parameter q but the same b and a. It is easy to prove that the envelope of
 .F q decreases as 1rq as q ª `, so for every positive K we have only a
finite number of profiles.
One can see that, besides a difference in their complexity, flows on
2 different ``pairs of branches'' also differ in their orientation see also
.Fig. 2 .
Concluding, one can say that the II-flow is a regular unfolding of the
I-flow and that the unfolding can also be understood by the introduction of
the complexity parameter q.
1  .r denotes the jth positive root of the ith Bessel function, J : J r s 0.i, j i i i, j
2  .A pair of branches are two branches that are connected by the same local maximum of
 .  .  .F q . So the first branch 0 F q F 4.07903 and the second branch 4.07903 F q F r form3, 1
together the first pair.
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FIG. 2. The change in complexity, charted by taking snapshots of the axial velocity at the
.  .left and the angular velocity at the right on some branches and at some transition points.
The dot]dashed lines are at the zeros of J and mark the points where U z acquires a new1 2
extremum; the dotted lines are at the zeros of J and mark the points where the number of2
extrema of Uw increases by one.2
4. QUASI-HOMOGENEOUS FLOWS IN EXPANDING PIPES
For the z-independent, critical flows found in the foregoing section the
radial velocity vanishes. The axial and tangential velocity will be denoted
by
uwV r ; R , b , a s , . z /u
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 .  .FIG. 3. q versus F q . Also drawn are the intersections of some ``F q s K-lines.'' The
resulting flows can be found in Figs. 4]7.
where the dependence on the radius and the value of the helicity and
angular momentum constraint is indicated. Since the normal velocity has
to vanish on the boundary, the value of the flow rate has to be the same in
each cross-section, and we will suppress the dependence on f.
An approximate flow through an expanding pipe with cross-sectional
 .radius R s R z will be constructed as a quasi-homogeneous succession of
these uniform flows.
With the radius, also the value of the cross-sectional helicity and the
  .  ..cross-sectional angular momentum will change: z ª b z , a z .
Assuming this change to be given for the moment, the approximation in
the expanding pipe takes the form
U r r , z .
u r , z s . 31 .  . /V r ; R z , b z , a z .  .  . .
FIG. 4. Flow profile for K s 0.0719254. Left, the axial velocity; on the right, the angular
velocity. Parameter values: b s 0.1, f s 0.5.
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FIG. 5. Flow profiles for K s 0.05. Left, the axial velocity; on the right, the angular
velocity; above, the resulting flow for q s 2.42843; below, the flow for q s 5.1074. Parameter
¨alues: b s 0.1, f s 0.5.
FIG. 6. Flow profiles for K s 0.0327996. Left, the axial velocity; on the right, the angular
velocity; above, the resulting flow for q s 1.57721; in the middle, q s 5.43957; and below, the
flow for q s 8.07139. Parameter values: b s 0.1, f s 0.5.
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FIG. 7. Flow profiles for K s 0.025. Left, the axial velocity; on the right, the angular
velocity; from above, the resulting flow for q s 1.20069, q s 5.58133, q s 7.48987, and
q s 8.62919, respectively. Parameter ¨alues: b s 0.1, f s 0.5.
Here, the z-dependence in the axial and tangential velocity
  .  .  ..V r ; R z , b z , a z is clear. As a consequence of the z-dependence, the
r .radial velocity U r, z will no longer vanish. It will be chosen in such a
way that the incompressibility condition is satisfied. This function is easiest
expressed by using the streamfunction,
1 ­ C
rU r , z s y , 32 .  .
r ­ z
  .  .  ..where C s c r ; R z , b z , a z is found from the solution in the previ-
 .ous section in 16 .
 .  .In the rest of this section we describe how the functions a z and b z
can be found. In particular, in Subsection 4.1 we describe the conditions
that a and b have to satisfy in order to guarantee that the error is
 . uniformly i.e., in an expansion where the radius changes order 1 small of
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.the order of the expansion rate e . These conditions are rather difficult to
deal with directly. In Subsection 4.2 we take another view and determine
the conditions for a and b from physical considerations about conservation
laws. It is then shown that these physical conditions are in fact equivalent
to the conditions from the mathematical requirement in Subsection 4.1.
Finally, in Subsection 4.3, the conditions are used to determine the
functions a and b explicitly.
4.1. Analytic Sol¨ ability Conditions
Just like in Part I, we introduce the error h to measure how much the
approximation u deviates from an exact solution of the stationary Euler
equations,
L u [ v = u q =h. .
 .With L 9 u the Frechet derivative of L at u, the error satisfies
L 9 u h s yR u , where R u ' L u is the residue. .  .  .  .
 .In order to obtain a correction that is O e , the residue should satisfy
solvability conditions that arise from the Fredholm alternative. Specifically,
 .R u has to satisfy
 :z , R u s 0, for all z satisfying L 9 u *z s 0. .  .
Due to the special form of the equations and the origin of u we can
describe the kernel of the adjoint of L 9 exactly:
PROPOSITION 4.1. Emphasizing the dependence of the critical flows on the
flux parameter f , the helicity b, and the angular momentum a by writing
 .    .  . .. tU R, f , b, a s 0, V r ; R z , b z , f , it holds that
­ U ­ U ­ U
L 9 U s 0, L 9 U s 0, and L 9 U s 0. 33 .  .  .  .
­ f ­ b ­ a
 .Consequently, for the two-parameter family of solutions U R, f , b, a ,
  ..dim ker L 9 U s 3. Since the parameters f , b, a correspond to ¨alues of first
integrals, the flux and helicity, the kernel of the adjoint operator consists of the
¨ariational deri¨ ati¨ es:
L 9 U *dF U s 0, L 9 U *dB U s 0, .  .  .  .
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and
L 9 U *d A U s 0. 34 .  .  .
 .Since u s U q h with h s O e , the same results hold for u up to order e .Ã Ã
 .  .Proof. The relations in 33 are due to symmetry, 34 is in the spirit of
w xLax 2 .
From this proposition we obtain
 .COROLLARY 4.2. The kernel of L 9 u * is spanned by three elements:
ker L 9 u * s span dF u q O e , dB u q O e , dA u q O e . 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
Using the inner product
z  . 2p1 R z :f, g [ f ? g dw r d r d z ,H H H
z 0 00
the solvability conditions for the residue follow:
2 :dF u , R u s O e , 35 .  .  .  .
2 :dB u , R u s O e , 36 .  .  .  .
2 :d A u , R u s O e , 37 .  .  .  .
 .  .These conditions provide, implicitly, the functions a z and b z : only
 .when chosen in this way, the error will be uniformly small, h s O e . In
 2 .fact, we will see that the O e determines the ``z-scale'' over which the
results are valid.
4.2. Consistency Conditions
In this part we show that the analytic solvability conditions are equiva-
lent with the requirement that u is F-, E-, and A-consistent.
DEFINITION 4.3. For a given functional I, an approximation w is I-con-
sistent if
 :­ I w s d I w , L w . .  .  .t
 .First of all we demand u to be F-consistent, so, with 9 integrated over
 .a volume n.b. the ­ -term is zerot
z z ­ h .  .1 1R z R z z
div F 2p r d r d z s y u = w 2p r d r d z s 0. .H H H HF ­ zz 0 z 00 0
38 .
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Together with the requirement that for a uniform pipe h differs only a
2 w .  .  .  .  .  .constant from 14 , and hence h r, z s l 2 u r, z q a 3 r u r, 2 q
 .h z , the F-consistency of u determines the derivative of h .1 1
In Part I we have shown that E-consistency leads to the requirement for
u that
­  .R z z2p hu r d r s 0, 39 .H 5­ z 0
and in much the same way one can show that in order to be A-consistent,
u should satisfy
­  .R z w z2p ru u r d r s 0. 40 .H 5­ z 0
In the next subsection we will use these conditions in order to find the
  .  ..function z ¬ a z , b z . We first proceed to show that these conditions
are equivalent to the solvability conditions found in Section 4.1.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.4. The sol¨ ability conditions 35 ] 37 are equi¨ alent with
 .  .the consistency conditions 38 ] 40 .
Proof. In Part I we showed that
z  .1 R z z




R u s y u = v .  .
­ z
 .  .this proves the equivalence between 35 and 38 .
In Part I we proved that u being E-consistent is equivalent with
 :dE u , R u s 0. .  .
2  .  .:  .To prove that this implies that dB u , R u s O e we need precise
estimates on
ÃdE u y bdB u y a A u y ldF u \ R u , .  .  .  .  .RE
 .and on the residue R u itself. Since the total head h differs only a
 .  .constant from 14 we can conclude that the r-component of R u is
2 .  .O e . Analysis of R u shows that its z-component is identically zeroRE
 2 .and that its w-component is O e . Hence we have
 .R z 3R u ? R u 2p r d r s O e . .  .  .H RE
0
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Using this result, we have shown that
2 :dB u , R u s O e , .  .  .
where the integration over z occurs over an interval of length ey1. This
 .  .proves the equivalence between 36 and 39 .
Finally, the local angular momentum conservation law is equivalent with
the statement that for all u
w
d A u , R u [ r v = u q =h s 0, r , 0 ? v = u q =h .  .  .  .  .
\ Div F u . 41 .  .A
Integrating this identity over a volume, and substituting the approximation
 .  .for u, the equivalence of 37 and 40 follows.
4.3. E¨olution of the Angular Momentum and Helicity Constraint
Since the integrand of F contains only velocities, we can compute fromA
 .  .40 the function a z directly.
 .PROPOSITION 4.5. The approximation u satisfies 40 iff the cross-sec-
 .tional angular momentum a s a z is constant,
a z s F rf \ a , . A 0
where F is the ¨alue of the axial momentum flux 2pHR z0 .ruwu zr dr at someA 0
reference position z .0
w z  .Proof. Substituting the formulae for u and u into 40 , we find
 .R z 2w zF s 2p ru u r d r s p R z la z s fa z . .  .  .HA
0
 .Remark. Notice that in the computation above we do not need b z to
 .  .  .find a z . Although in principle 39 , 40 form a set of coupled equations
 .  .for a z and b z , the fact is that the problem decouples.
To find the evolution of the helicity constraint, we have to find h, the
 .total head, that appears in the energy conservation law 39 . Instead of
 .  2 .requiring 38 we require F-consistency up to O e . In that way we find
h r , z s h r , z q h z , .  .  .0 1
 .  .where h r, z differs only a constant from 14 in case of a uniform pipe0
 .and h z is chosen such that1
­ h .R z z 3y u = v 2p r d r s O e . .  .H
­ z0
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Remark. We can conclude already that the length of the z-interval over
which we integrate in the inner product is of length ey1, i.e., we look at
 .changes of the pipe radius of O 1 .
With the help of this h we can formulate the following proposition:
<  .PROPOSITION 4.6. The approximation u satisfies besides 40 alsoa z .' a0
 .  .39 if the cross-sectional helicity b s b z is gi¨ en as
b z s b ' constant. . 0
Proof. We start with computing the integral HR z .hu zr d r.0
 .R z zh r , z u r , z r d r .  .H
0
 .R z z zs h r , z u r , z q h z u r , z r d r .  .  .  .H 0 1
0
 .  .R z R zz zs h z u r , z r d r q h r , z u r , z r d r .  .  .  .H H1 0
0 0
f  .R z zs h z q h r , z u r , z r d r .  .  .H1 02p 0
f 8a f 2 J q z 2 a f 2 3a2 f . .0 2 0 0s h z q y q .1 2 3 3 22 22p p J q z q z R z p q z R z p R z .  .  .  .  .  . .3
22 22 a fJ q z 12 a fJ q z .  . .  .0 2 0 2q y .2 22
p J q z q z R zp J q z R z  .  .  . . .  . . 33
X  .Differentiation of this and using the computed formula for h z yields a1
differential equation for q of the form
R9 z .
N q q9 z s T q 42 .  .  .  .
R z .
with
2 2T q s 3 J q q y4 J q J q y J q q q J q q 43 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .3 2 3 2 3
2 2 3N q s y20 J q J q q 15J q J q q q 5J q q .  .  .  .  .  .2 3 2 3 3
3 22 2y 2 J q q y 2 J q J q q . 44 .  .  .  .2 2 3
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 .Substitution of the expression for q9 that results by differentiating 19
  . .with respect to z taking a z ' a results in0
b9 z s 0, .
and hence the result.
5. PROPERTIES OF THE APPROXIMATION
For our approximation in an expanding pipe it holds that
a20
F q z s , . . 3R z b . 0
 .  .   ..with F given by 19 . For increasing R z , F q z will decrease and tend
 . 2  .3to zero if R ª `. Hence q z ª r as R grows. Since a rR z b3, j 0 0
decreases monotonically, the specific value of j is uniquely determined by
the complexity parameter with which the flow enters the expansion, q .0
5.1. Flow Re¨ersal
Like in Part I we can look whether the phenomenon of flow re¨ersal at
z .the axis occurs. For that we compute u 0, z :
f 2 a q z y 2 J q z .  . . .0 1zu 0, z s q . . 2 J q z q z R z .  .  . .p R z . 3
<  . <  .y3r2  .It is relatively easy to prove that q z y r ; R z as R z gets3, j
large, so
1 ’; R z , R ª `. .
J q z R z .  . .3
Consequently, depending on q and the sign of a , we find the following0 0
 .table n.b. r s 0 :3, 0
a Flow-re¨ersal at the axis for0
) 0 r - q - r , j s 0, 1, . . .3, 2 jq1 0 3, 2 jq2
- 0 r - q - r , j s 0, 1, . . .3, 2 j 0 3, 2 jq1
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Note that this behavior agrees quite well with the behavior of the I-flow
’where the amplitude was proportional to R . In Figs. 8 and 9 we plotted
 .some profiles of the most simple flows 0 - q - r for both a ) 0 and0 3, 1 0
a - 0.0
5.2. Boundary Effects
One of the main differences in the profiles between the I-flow and the
II-flow is shown in Fig. 10. There we plotted two evolutions of the same
profile, one according to Part I and one according to the previous analysis.
Note in particular the differences at the wall in the axial velocity profile.
These differences bring us to the following.
Instead of finding the functions a and b from the two conservation laws,
the functions could also be determined by prescribing some boundary
values. For instance, one could determine an approximation u that satisfies
 .  .together with either 39 or 40 , a prescribed value of the normal tangen-
tial velocity, say
­ y2 a z J q z q z .  .  . .1zu r , z s \ g z . 45 .  .  .2 .­ r rsR z J q z R z .  . .3
 .  .At this point we remark again that the problem for finding a z and b z
 .  .decouples: independently of b z we can find a z . This helped us a lot in
z w z .  .  .  .  .FIG. 8. Top, u r, z left and u r, z right for q on the first branch. Bottom, u r, z0
w .  .  .left and u r, z right for q on the second branch. Data: b s 0.1, a s 0.0845, f s 1 and0 0 0
q s 3.88395 on the left pictures and q s 4.26004 on the right pictures.0 0
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z w z .  .  .  .  .FIG. 9. Top, u r, z left and u r, z right for q on the first branch. Bottom, u r, z0
w .  .  .left and u r, z right for q on the second branch. Data: b s 0.1, a s y0.0845, f s 20 0 0
and q s 3.88395 on the left pictures and q s 4.26004 on the right pictures. Flow-reversal at0 0
the axis.
FIG. 10. A comparison of the I-flow and the II-flow. Entering the expansion with the same
 .complexity parameter, q s r , the I-flow dot]dashed lines keeps this complexity parame-0 1, 1
 . ter fixed, while the II-flow solid lines changes its complexity: in this case q on the first0
.   . .branch it decreases. Data: b s 0.1, f s 2, a s 2 R 0 rr b R 0 rr f 0.084322 at’  .0 0 1, 1 0 1, 1
the top pictures and a f y0.084322 at the bottom pictures. The value of a remains fixed0 0
for the II-flow but increases for the I-flow as R increases.
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the analysis of Proposition 4.6 as can be seen from the formula that we
 .would get in case a z was still unknown:
2 22 34a z J q z q z y b z J q z R z a9 z .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .2 3
2 3y 2 a z J q z R z b9 z s 0. 46 .  .  .  .  . .3
 .To show how a boundary condition like 45 can be treated, consider as an
 .  .example g z ' 0 in 45 , which is the boundary condition satisfied by the
flows in Part I. Apart from the case a s 0, the boundary condition
 .  .  . 3requires q z to be constant, q z ' r \ r, and F r s 4rr [1, j
2 3 .  .  .a z rR z b z . Furthermore, if we demand u to be E-consistent, then
 .  .46 is converted into a differential equation for a z :
’2 R z a9 z s 3a z R9 z , « a z s C R z R z . .  .  .  .  .  .  .1
 .This behaviour of a z is exactly the same as in Part I. Moreover, from
 .  .19 it follows that b z ' b . However, if we would require u to be0
 .  .A-consistent, a z is found to be a constant and from 19 it then follows
 .  .y3that b z behaves as R z !
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we carried on the work that is described in an earlier
w xpublication 1 . We constructed a set of critical flows, each flow being an
exact solution of the Euler equations for a pipe of constant radius; the set
appeared to be an unfolding of the flows obtained in Part I. We stated
precisely that we meant by ``unfolding.'' On the one hand we immediately
identified a as being the unfolding parameter together with the multiplier
.a that went along with it ; on the other hand we could distinguish a
complexity parameter, q, that could play that role as well.
After the derivation of this set of critical flows we used it as a starting
point in finding an approximation for a solution to the Euler equations in
a non-uniform pipe. We presented both mathematical and physical condi-
 .tions}that we proved to be equivalent}that should be satisfied by a z
 .and b z in order to obtain an error being of the order of the expansion
rate, uniformly valid on the scales on which the pipe radius changes of
order 1.
 .In the last section we presented an alternative way to find a z and
 .b z . Prescribing boundary conditions instead of local conservation laws to
 .  .specify the functions a z and b z , and therefore the solution, gives the
possibility to construct II-flows that satisfy realistic boundary conditions.
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In particular this can be very fruitful when the precise boundary conditions
are determined from a model for a relatively small viscous boundary layer.
The implementation of such a model will be described in future publica-
tions.
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